Pollack Tempe Cinemas
Theater Screen Advertising Agreement
Business Contact Information (“Advertiser”):
Business Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: ___________________________________Cell Number_____________________________________________________
Fax Number: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Main Contact: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Contract Duration:
Start Date: __________________________________ End Date: ________________________________________
Payment: (First payment must be received prior to ad being shown on screen.)
Billing Information:
Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
1. TEMPE THEATERS, LLC, which includes in all references, its affiliates, agrees to display an original
ad(s) by Advertiser based on content provided by Advertiser, and to run the same prior to
showings of movies at TEMPE THEATERS, LLC.
2. Advertiser agrees to pay $___________ the cost according to the agreed upon fee schedule. Fee
schedule includes the cost of $10.00 per week/per screen. There are six (6) screens at Tempe
Cinemas. All advertising ads must be placed on all six screens.
3. Each ad will run for a minimum of 15 (fifteen) seconds within the advertising carousel. TEMPE
THEATERS, LLC shall have sole discretion as to how the ad(s) will be displayed, i.e., the order of
display, and the display schedule.
4. The Advertiser is solely responsible for any legal liability arising out of or relating to ad, and/or
such violations as for copyright or trademark infringement or misappropriation of any copyright,
patent, trademark, unfair competition, defamation, invasion of privacy, misappropriation of
someone’s likeness, false light, violation of any antidiscrimination law or regulation, or any other
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right of any person or entity. The Advertiser warrants acknowledges it will only use entirely
original material (or material that it has a proper binding license to use), and will not infringe on
the copyright of privacy rights of any third-party. The Advertiser further warrants and
acknowledges that it will not use any false or misleading statements in their advertisements
whether by statement act, omission or implication.
5. Advertiser agrees that all content must be acceptable for general audience viewing and that it will
not use any vulgar, offensive, or disreputable means of advertising.
6. All Ads are accepted and published by TEMPE THEATERS, LLC upon the representation that the
advertiser is authorized to publish the entire contents and subject matter thereof. In
consideration of TEMPE THEATERS, LLC’s acceptance of such ads, the advertiser will indemnify
TEMPE THEATERS, LLC harmless from and against loss or expense resulting from claims or suits
based upon the contents or subject matter of such ads, including without limitations, claims or
suits for libel, violation of right or privacy, plagiarism and copyright infringement.
7. The Advertiser is responsible for providing a graphic “Advertising Ad” designed to TEMPE
THEATERS, LLC Technical Specifications for approval. Once the ad is approved, the Advertiser will
be required to provide camera-ready artwork for the production of the Ad.
8. TEMPE THEATERS, LLC reserves the right to refuse any advertising that does not conform to the
detail, instructions and guidelines set forth in the Technical Specifications as provided by Tempe
Theater, LLC.
9. The Advertiser acknowledges and understands that TEMPE THEATERS, LLC may display
advertising materials from other advertisers and that it is possible or likely that these materials
may advertise products or businesses that are competitive to the Advertiser. Advertiser agrees
and consents to such competing advertisements.
10. TEMPE THEATERS, LLC makes no representations or warranty as to the number of viewers in any
audience to which the advertising will be displayed.
11. Advertiser may cancel contract at any time by submitting a written request with a 30-day notice,
but agrees not to withhold payment for any reason and will undertake to pay all fees incurred by
TEMPE THEATERS, LLC as a result of any withholding of payment..
12. Payment for Ad is due the 1st of the month. Payment must be delivered to the following as of the
due date: 1136 W. Baseline Rd. Mesa, Arizona 85210.
13. TEMPE THEATERS, LLC, may revise rates upon a 30-day notice.
14. In the event Advertiser fails to pay monthly payment, TEMPE THEATERS, LLC shall be entitled to
suspend advertising and to proceed to terminate the contract and recover any unearned, paid
amounts, pro-rated to reflect actual ads displayed.
15. Both parties warrant and represent that they will submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts
and legal system in Tempe, Arizona for any and all claims, disputes or issues arising out of this
Agreement.
16. By signing this Agreement, the individual signing on behalf of the Advertiser agrees and
represents he or she is the Advertiser or has the legal authority to enter into the Agreement on
behalf of the Advertiser.
Agreement Signatures
Dated at _____________________________________, this ___________________ day of _________________________, 20__________.
Advertiser_____________________________________

Tempe Theaters LLC________________________________________

Business name________________________________
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